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Today’s business world is dominated by a multitude of 
mobile devices, from phones to tablets and even smart 
watches. These devices are getting smarter by the 
day and are becoming increasingly more widespread 
in all IT infrastructures, both at work and home, as 
organisations embrace BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) 
polices. The rapid advances in mobile hardware 
technology in the workplace is not only having a 
dramatic and positive effect in raising professional and 
personal productivity, it’s also fuelling user demand for 
new mobile technology requirements. This has led to 
an ever-increasing challenge for IT departments that 
want to keep their environments as safe and secure as 
possible, while ensuring that productivity is maintained 
in terms of efficiencies and user demands. Since 
mobile devices can be easily lost or stolen, sensitive 
data on these devices is vulnerable and can present 
a high security risk. This is leading IT departments to 
take a serious look at management software solutions 
that allow them to centrally control the use of personally-
owned mobile devices with access to company data in an 
enhanced, secure and granular manner.

Fusion EMM - Mobility management you control
Fusion EMM provides just that, a management technology 
that can handle user and company owned phones and 
tablets using Google Android, Apple iOS and Microsoft 
Windows 10 Mobile, giving users the flexibility they require 
to be more productive whilst ensuring that the enterprise 
network and its data is kept secured.

Mobile Device Management (MDM)
Fusion EMM’s extensive device management 
capabilities allow you to monitor and manage your 
devices on a granular manner. Administrators can 
monitor the device performance, online status, 
content and more. In addition to this, authorized 
administrators can automatically make changes 
to many settings within the company owned 
devices using device group profiles, allowing the 
best possible experience. Productivity features 
include the ability to provide users with access 
to the company email systems in a secured 
manner. Security features such as blocking the 
use of in-built peripherals such camera, initiating 
the remote wipe of company owned apps and 
information, and the ability to lock devices ensures 
that the organizations’ compliance procedures are 
maintained as strictly as possible. 

Mobile Application Management (MAM)
Included as part of Fusion EMM, our MAM module 
allows the complete control of what applications 
are made available to your users on their 
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respective mobile devices, either on a one-to-one basis or using the device group profiling system 
provided in Fusion EMM’s console. Applications can be silently pushed to devices when installation 
is required, or updates issued. Applications provided by the corporate body are kept quite 
separate from the personal application the user has installed, and as such network access for 
those applications can also be restricted to the company’s own networks. The in-built application 
store within the Fusion EMM system allows users to choose what applications they wish to install 
depending on the user application profile defined. All this leads to a more secure and enhanced 
user experience.

Mobile Content Management (MCM)
Content is key to any successful business, and as such Fusion EMM places content management 
at the heart of its Platinum edition. With the help of Fusion EMM, the IT department can ensure 
that users are connected to internal document stores such as content management systems 
such as SharePoint in an easy to deploy and use manner. Advanced encryption enables the 
attachments of emails to be delivered, stored and accessed securely. Fusion EMM can also 
monitor and restrict access to selected URL’s in order to maintain the organizations security 
policies. Fusion Secure Channel makes VPN a thing of the past, providing communication between 
device and corporate network that is safe and highly secured.

Mobile Monitoring and Analytics (MMA)
Fusion EMM not only provides the management tools and mechanics that users have been 
asking for, but also has a full arsenal of monitoring and analytical tools that allow the efficient 
management of the mobility network within the organization. Application usage can be monitored, 
as well as cellular, data and WiFi usage, while additional benefits are delivered by the geo-location 
technology and alerting system that is provided as standard in the Platinum edition of Fusion 
EMM.

Features Gold Platinum

Browser based administration Yes Yes

OU/Group management Yes Yes

User provisioning Yes Yes

Device Enrolment (OTA & Bulk) Yes Yes

Device provisioning

BYOD Yes Yes

Corporate Liable Yes Yes

Single Use / Kiosk Mode No Yes

Device Inventory/Asset management Yes Yes

MDM Basic feature Set Yes Yes

Application management Yes Yes

Security management Yes Yes

MDM Advanced feature set Yes Yes

Advanced application management Yes Yes

Advanced security management Yes Yes

Enterprise configurations Yes Yes

Email Management No Yes

Browsing Management No Yes

Content Management No Yes

Advanced Enterprise configurations No Yes

Monitoring & Analytics No Yes
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All trademark logos, including Microsoft Windows, Windows Embedded, Windows Phone, Linux, Android, Apple OS X 
and iOS are acknowledged – and remain the property of their respective owners in the US and/or other countries.

About VXL Software

VXL Software is a global company, with offices in Asia, Europe 
and the USA. VXL Software is a division of VXL Instruments. 
Established in 1976, VXL is a global leading manufacturer 
of thin-, zero- and cloud-client devices. VXL Software has 
locations in the USA, UK, France, Germany, the United Arab 
Emirates, India and Singapore. VXL Software’s Americas 
Group is headquartered in Houston, Texas. The European 
headquarters is in Manchester. VXL Software’s development 
team, and the Asia Pacific headquarters, are based in 
Mumbai, India.
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